M (x) E-My t(n)
It was suggested by Stieltjes [6] and by Mertens [1] that i M(x) I < x'/2 (x > 1). The calculations of von Sterneck [3, 4, 5] confirm this up to x 500,000, and at intervals up to 5,000,000, and indeed with a factor 1/2 on the right hand side except near x = 200.
It was conjectured by Polya [2] that L(x) < 0 (x ? 2). This is sup- Let k(t) kT(t) 1 -( t I/T) (t I < T); 0 (It I?T),
Multiplying (6) by k ( t) eit (o > O ) and integrating over -T < t < T, we obtain [since the integrals in (6) are uniformly convergent over this range
The first and third integrals here are continuous functions of a for a 2 O, the first because D(s) is continuous for (> 02 -T < t < T, and the third because the integral is (absolutely) convergent when u= 0 [the integrand then being 0 (u-2) as u -> co (T and o fixed)]. The second integral, having a non-negative integrand for u > u0, is continu(ous for ? 2 0 or tends to + oo when a-+ 0 (according as it is convergent or divergent to + oo when = 0). The latter alternative is, however, excluded by the behaviour of the other two integrals, and we obtain, on making a > + 0,
Now let w -> oo. The first integral tends to 0 by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem, and we obtain 00 00
as w 0o (T fixed). 
The desired inequality lim A (u) ? lim A* T(oy)
UL-*00 W0-*00 now follows from (7), (8) and (9), in virtue of the definitions of kl (t) kT (t) and of A* T () . Now the Riemann hypothesis (which we are assuiming here) implies that, when t -->o, g(1 + 2s) = O(te) uniformly for -a_ -< /3, and
where E is an arbitrarily small positive numbe ? 5. 13, (1), (2).) Hence 2 'Integer ' may be replaced by ' liumber ' if wve specify that the branch o which is real and positive for s = it, t < T, has to be taken. The argument is not essentially afTected if there are a finite number of relations of the type (3), since these will involve a last yn, say ym, and we can apply Kroneeker's theorem to the yn in the range ym < /n < T.
